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Introduction
The COVID-19 lockdown has not only caused all UK businesses to rise to the
challenge of home-working, but also to consider: do we have the right strategy to
thrive in a new normal? We took the opportunity to speak to leading executives at
18 eLearning (content and platform) businesses across the UK to help understand
how this industry is responding, and the impact of COVID-19 on some of the
wider trends emerging in the sector. This paper brings together Grant Thornton’s
experience and the latest thinking from the UK eLearning industry to inform the
strategic reviews that eLearning companies are currently undertaking as they
position themselves for sustainable growth.
The UK eLearning sector has been growing consistently at over 10% pa in recent
years, driven by the shift to, and technology innovation of, online channels, growth
in compliance content and increased penetration among SMEs. Attractive business
models and a highly fragmented landscape have attracted entrepreneurs,
corporates and investors pursuing a range of acquisition strategies. Amidst
so many buzzwords in the sector it can be hard to differentiate players and
understand how they compete. Changes in business processes in response to
COVID-19 are fueling demand for staff training (in relation to both up-skilling
and re-skilling) and with low barriers to entry and growing appetite for technical
innovation, we expect new entrants and increased competition from off-line players
evolving their propositions online.
In this paper, we explore:
• The immediate impact of COVID-19 on the different eLearning provider business
models (learning management systems (LMS)/learning experience platforms
(LXP)/bespoke and off the shelf content, traditional training providers)
• The underlying market drivers, and how these will be impacted by the crisis
• The expected shape of recovery and what this means for operating models
• The longer-term impact on providers, their ability to differentiate in the face of
new competitors, and consolidation trends.
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This research summarises the latest views from
senior management across a wide range of
eLearning companies on the outlook for the sector
emerging from COVID-19
Interviews were conducted between April 8 and May 6 2020.

Number of respondents – by revenue
18

Annual revenue

4

> £20m

1

£11 -20m

6

£6-10m

7

< £5m

Source: Grant Thornton survey
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Number of respondents – by provider type
18
1

Training provider

6

Blended platform and content provider

4

Platform provider

7

Content provider

Source: Grant Thornton survey

The eLearning sector has proven to be amongst the
more resilient of sectors through lockdown, with
some platform providers experiencing growth in
demand
Given only a moderate impact to the sector from
COVID-19 we have seen CEOs more focussed on
preparing the business for an upswing in demand
Grant Thornton’s work in stabilising many more traditional
training companies has contrasted sharply with the eLearning
sector. For the majority of players only minor mitigating actions
have been required.

Resilience is the result of optimising both revenue and
delivery models for both new and existing clients
In our experience, eLearning providers typically benefit from
robust, recurring revenues (75%+) and long contracts (multiyear license agreements) that are paid up-front. Whilst higher
value, bespoke solutions for larger corporates drive lumpier sales,
off-the-shelf content is more affordable and quicker to sell.

• eContent providers noted an initial uptick in demand
particularly for off-the-shelf content; bespoke has been
harder hit
• Platform providers noted an upswing in enquiries from
corporates testing the market for their first LMS or seeking
a more sophisticated solution. Those who carry out rapid,
remote installations have seen deals accelerated
• Blended platform and content providers have benefited from
cross-sell opportunities, particularly around content
• Face-to-face training delivery, unsurprisingly, has
plummeted, although providers reported an increase in
discussions with clients to help them move to virtual and
digital training.

Clients have increased their utilisation of products or even
accelerated projects, and contract renewals have not been
impacted significantly. However, providers more reliant on
winning new clients such as platform players, have suffered from
delayed pipelines and slower deal negotiations, often involving
flexible payment terms.
Content criticality is key: non-discretionary compliance
activities, remote working, wellbeing and cyber security topics
have all remained popular.
End sector exposure plays a part, though even less resilient
sectors are facing workforce changes and may require LMS/
content support.

Chart 1. Impact range on current trading
None/+ve
impact

None/+ve
impact
- 5%

0%

- 10%
- 20%

- 15%

- 30%

- 25%

- 40%
- 40%
- 50%

Blended platform
and content provider

High point

Average

Source: Grant Thornton survey
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Platform
provider

Low -point

Library
content
provider

Bespoke
training
provider

Content providers:

“We’ve seen some softness in our pipeline, no
big knee jerk reactions from existing clients
yet…retail/hospitality/travel sectors saw
an immediate pull back on expenditure, but
offsetting it, other sectors are looking to
support teams to work remotely.”
“Existing clients are protected as sold in
three year licenses. New business has been
challenging – lots of businesses are in a
holding pattern, and budgets frozen.”
Platform providers:

“A couple of deals have been delayed, but
five or six have been accelerated.”
“Two of our biggest ever deals have landed
in the last month because of COVID-19.”
“Some sectors have paused, but deals
are still happening. Renewals have gone
through the roof and we’re seeing higher
levels of engagement.”
Blended platform and content providers:

“The majority of spending has been on
content – buying it to address the needs
now, initially with remote working, and now
return to work content.”
“We’ve seen a swing towards customers
buying more from our catalogue offering,
but on the bespoke side, not really seen
any new commissions.”
“Several clients rushed to buy content to
put through our platform.”
Face-to-face providers:

“Face-to-face has stopped completely, but
we’ve adapted and are working with our
clients on how to accelerate the use of tech.”
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Underlying market growth drivers remain robust and
demand will likely accelerate following COVID-19

Emergence from lockdown is expected to positively
impact the UK eLearning market which was already
growing at 10+% pa
COVID-19 has accelerated the migration of face-to-face
training to virtual formats (though online is still just c.25%
of the training market), and has driven demand for training
employees adapting to the new workplace. Growth continues
to be driven by:
• SME segment penetration
• Demand for compliance-focused content
• Technology adoption, as corporates invest in new
technologies which help improve user engagement,
personalisation and on-the-job learning
(eg LXP platforms, via Slack/Salesforce/Teams)
UX technology is broadening training beyond compliance
content into softer skills
Growth in content is likely to be driven by softer skills, as
online broadens its applicability beyond compliance, (see
chart 2), as well as a continued shift towards bite-sized,
shorter training courses.
LMS, LXP and social learning concepts are merging: most
platforms integrate back-end compliance/administration
with front-end UX capabilities
Historically eLearning has centred around compliance and
catalogue administration, delivered over a traditional LMS
platform. In recent years, new concepts have included
“learning experience platform” (‘LXP’ includes content
curation and UX focus) and “social learning” (intelligent
content placement, encouraging peer-to-peer sharing).
Today’s platforms integrate back-office functionality with more
advanced UX technologies.

“LMSs were initially built for the back-end
administrator to manage learners and push
content to them and extract user completion
data; LXPs have grown up to focus on the learner
experience. The ideal really is to merge the two
and gain insights from the data: not just numbers”
Noorie Sazen, CEO, Saffron Interactive
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More typically, large corporates have invested some years ago
in a specialist LMS solution, or a broader HR system with LMS
functionality. The focus currently is on adding functionality to this.
Start-up providers are winning enterprise clients not by
replacing the LMS but as an added UX layer, integrating into
clients’ existing software.
SMEs prefer a lower cost, bundled solution, incorporating
platform and content
The less penetrated SME segment requires an easy-to-use
platform, and will be more price conscious. They will more likely
opt for an end-to-end solution provider usually with more cutting
edge capability as there is no incumbent platform in place.

“Large corporates have a complex infrastructure
with multiple vendors so tend to go best of
breed…Smaller companies may prefer a low risk,
traditional solution that can be set up quickly and
has the option of content.”
Blended provider

The crisis will likely drive corporates to reassess their
learning and development strategy, and ensure it is fitfor-purpose
Switching LMS, whilst not impossible, is relatively uncommon
given the initial set-up cost and integrations with other
enterprise systems. Content is easier to switch between
providers, and is more likely to be purchased ad-hoc by
specific teams.

Chart 2. Online learning use by training topic
100%
Compliance
IT systems
Desktop applications
Industry-specific
Customer service
Interpersonal
Management
Sales
Onboarding
Exec development
All online

Some online

Mostly online

A few online programmes

No online

Source: Training Mag ‘2019 Training Industry Report’
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Demand is expected to return
robustly post lockdown
Recovery for training providers will vary by client profile, but most
expect a U-shaped response, recovering by the end of 2020
Certain sectors, such as hospitality and travel are likely to be slower
to return, though clients still require some training for furloughed staff.
Similarly, professional services clients’ budgets have been frozen, but
many clients are looking to support teams with eLearning to work remotely
for a longer period.
Demand from construction and manufacturing dropped immediately
following lockdown, but enquiries started to return as businesses prepare
their staff to return to work.
eLearning providers with international portfolios will be protected by the
different lockdown stages and policies between countries; there is evidence
demand is starting to return in the EU and APAC. Across the panel, most
respondents expected a return towards the second half of 2020.

“Expect a U-shaped recovery, perhaps with a slightly
extended middle, with spikes depending on the sector.
Training won’t have a big drop, but it will depend on what the
lockdown exit is, adapting to the new normal as we exit will
be key to maintaining momentum.”
Mark Jones, Director, The Access Group

“I’d expect a swell of people as lockdown gets lifted and
businesses look to get going as quickly as possible, likely
sector by sector…our international coverage will help –
seeing enquiries from Italy, France, Spain already.”
Tamlin Roberts, Director of Innovation and New Product
Development, Sponge/Bolt

“Being optimistic, recovery might start from July, and I
expect there will be some pent-up demand.”

Patrick Howard, Business Development Manager, Compliance
Learning UK and Ireland, Interactive Services

“Seeing a few green shoots of recovery now, but we think
stability won’t return until September.”
Tom Moore, COO, iAM Learning
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Investors and CEOs of training and eLearning companies need
to understand how COVID-19 has changed their market, and
respond accordingly
An overwhelming majority of respondents believed the disruption would
accelerate long-term growth and stimulate innovation in the sector.
Ultimately, eLearning providers are well placed to offer value to clients in this
period of significant workplace disruption; those that are quick to adapt and
focus on developing products that align to clients’ needs will do well.

“Providers that adapt the quickest and focus on product
development will win.” Paul McElvaney, CEO, Learning Pool
COVID-19 will accelerate online training, as corporates need to adapt their
face-to-face learning programmes
The crisis will inevitably challenge the delivery of face-to-face training, driving
migration to digital or blended formats. We see significant opportunities for
eLearning providers to partner with traditional training providers.

“People will be more considered about doing face-to-face and
considering the other options. Blended – some pre training, less
people, shorter courses.”
Tamlin Roberts, Director of Innovation and New Product Development,
Sponge/Bolt

“With social distancing, our biggest competitor is face-to-face
training.” Blended provider
“Many companies will use this opportunity to review their
strategy and invest in digital transformation.”

Geoffroy de Lestrange, Product Marketing and Communication Director
EMEA, Cornerstone OnDemand

“We’ve had c-suite face-to-face training businesses buying our
platform to support and replace their core business which has
been wiped out.” Blended provider
“We’ve had a lot of coaches approach us to blend remote
coaching with our online courses and combined measurement
approach, particularly at management level.”
Pete Fullard, CEO, Upskill People

“Several face-to-face players have approached us to partner to
adapt their offering.” Antoine Poincaré, Head of Sales, Coorpacademy
Chart 3. Expected timeframe of demand return (Number of respondents)
6

6
4
2

Q3 20

Q4 20

Source: Grant Thornton survey

Q1 21

Too early
to say
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Content must adapt to the skills demanded
for the post-COVID workplace, and
platforms need to incorporate collaboration
and on-the-job learning
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The long-term impact of COVID-19 upon the workplace
and business practices will drive demand for new
eLearning content
The response to COVID-19 imposed immediate demands on
working practices, but the impact on training for the workforce
is expected to be long lasting. Health and safety is top of the
agenda, and new regulations and scrutinised compliance
processes have brought governance to the fore. As employees
return to the new workplace, eLearning providers expect
demand for content in these areas to grow.

“I think we’ll see an increase in training for ALL
employees – not just white-collar workers –
essential workers are not to be neglected.”

“In 2008/9 we saw a huge investment in
compliance training among FS firms. With COVID19, I think we’ll see an increase in training around
remote working, health and safety.”

“What content is essential? Compliance is
necessary, as is developing high potential
employees, but tricky to cascade. Now content
management is becoming more an employee
wellbeing piece as people realise investing in
learning is important.”

Platform provider

“Compliance has always been critical, but now HR
and health and safety will also be key.”
Content provider

Many working practices will change, requiring significant
upskilling of workforces to adapt, including softer skills
in leadership.

“Jobs will completely change – much more on-thejob learning will be required as the pace of change
will require frequent digital transformations.
Corporates will need to completely re-skill people.”
Noorie Sazen, CEO, Saffron Interactive

“Could this be the end of globalization? If so, it
will require enormous L&D to enable this…Middle
managers need to be completely upskilled,
traditional selling and negotiation skills need to
adapt to virtual, leadership requires refreshment.”
Training provider

Geoffroy de Lestrange, Product Marketing and
Communication Director EMEA, Cornerstone OnDemand

“Wellbeing in the workplace is a big trend. It’s
important now and I don’t think that will go away
– learning might blend into wider areas.”
Content provider

Content provider

“Now is the time L&D and HR departments can get
that seat at the boardroom.”
Noorie Sazen, CEO, Saffron Interactive

Platforms will need to incorporate collaboration and
on-the-job learning functionalities to support remote
workforces

“End user content-sharing will become the norm,
and everything will go to Microsoft Teams. We’ve
changed our roadmap as a consequence of
COVID – focused on integrating with Teams
and Zoom.”
Blended content and platform provider

“We’re most focused in integrating with Microsoft
Teams as it increases engagement. We’ve won two
big deals post COVID because of it.”
Platform provider

“Strategic HR will realise that there aren’t enough
people coming into the job market with the relevant
skills so more focus will be placed on re-skilling
rather than hiring. This also means retaining many
of their ageing workforce as well.”

“Companies will adopt a competency approach,
and invest in AI for competency analysis…
Platforms will have to make ourselves invisible – by
integrating into Slack or Salesforce etc.”

“People will start to really engage with softer skills
like change management and leadership - even
though the world is becoming ever more digital,
at its heart this (digital) transformation is still just
change management!”

“A lot of growth will be driven by getting the
basics in place – this includes an experience (onboarding) piece, content curation, social learning,
and just-in-time content.”

Noorie Sazen, CEO, Saffron Interactive

Tom Moore, COO, iAM Learning

Geoffroy de Lestrange, Product Marketing and
Communication Director EMEA, Cornerstone OnDemand

Tom Moore, COO, iAM Learning

A focus on staff wellbeing and engagement is raising the
strategic role of eLearning
The crisis has fuelled the trend in addressing employee
wellbeing. Content can play a role in employee engagement
and wellbeing and raise the strategic role of eLearning content.
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In an increasingly competitive market
differentiation will be key, based on a
refreshed understanding of end-client
need and a demonstrable ROI
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Differentiation will remain a priority
There are thousands of eLearning providers in a fragmented UK
market. With the addition of traditional face-to-face providers
adapting their offerings, differentiation will continue to be the
biggest challenge facing providers.

“It will be key to cut through the noise in the market
as every provider moves online, flooding the market.”
Content provider

“The market is fragmented. There will be a lot more
rubbish, and it will be harder to work out how
providers are different. Those that deliver an ROI
will succeed.”
Content provider

Content providers can differentiate by targeting specific
training topics or sectors
Content is becoming increasingly commoditised, and large
corporates face the challenge of too much choice. Quality,
engaging, specialist content attracts a premium. This may
be achieved by addressing specific sectors or skills, or by
innovative delivery such as using videos and gamification to
produce shorter or micro learning pieces.
Bespoke providers can offer a tailored service that addresses
a client’s business problem, though proving criticality and ROI
can be more challenging.

“There is room for both generic and specialist
content, but more value to be found in deep
specialisms in certain niches or with accreditation
or certification offered.”
Training provide

“Generalists won’t survive – providers need to
choose sectors or specific training need eg
compliance, onboarding, sales enablement to
focus on.”
Content provider

“Content providers must focus on niche content
and delivering in five-minute chunks.”
Content provider

With a plethora of increasingly similar LMSs, LXPs and
social learning platforms, differentiation requires clearly
defined functionality
It is becoming more difficult to distinguish between platforms.
Differentiation comes down to functionality, eg personalisation,
skills management, social collaboration and analytical
capabilities.

“Social learning can help, as can personalisation,
improved search capabilities, skills management,
and analytics eg predictive analytics to
measure the impact of a learning programme
and applying what you need for a marketing
campaign to learning.”
Blended platform and content provider

“Personalised learning will stand out – there will be
a need for adaptive courses that assess the user’s
level first and tailor the training to the individual.”
Tamlin Roberts, Director of Innovation and New Product
Development, Sponge/Bolt

“Platform providers need to talk to what customers
actually want: where are the gaps in capabilities,
demonstrate ROI through time to complete, time
to progress.”
Content provider

Providers are developing these capabilities in-house as well as
via partnerships.

“You want an open ecosystem – we integrate with
third party tools that help with AI learning, search
capabilities, analytics etc.”
Blended platform and content provider

“We’ve developed integration with Microsoft
Teams: LMS/LXP is not a destination people go to.”
Platform provider

Demonstrating return on investment to clients is
important for all providers, and criticality helps
Compliance content is critical, as is an LMS for demonstrating
compliance. Outside of these areas, any platform or product
will benefit if it can prove behavioural change and knowledge
transfer, or directly impact clients’ key KPIs eg increased sales,
net promotor scores, or reduced time to complete courses.

“ROI is the holy grail.” Training provider
“You have to be able to prove the learning has
transferred and that it has changed behaviours
and ways of doing things.”
Noorie Sazen, CEO, Saffron Interactive

“Compliance and license areas are critical; for
other areas, demonstrating ROI is key.”
Content provider

“You’ve got to become critical not discretionary.
Must prove value or measurable impact through
increasing sales or reducing costs.”
Blended platform and content provider
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Continued consolidation is expected as
eLearning companies scale and diversify
their offering
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With increased fragmentation in the short-term, we expect continued
consolidation in the longer term
With over 1,000 platform providers alone in the UK, and most with revenues below
the reporting threshold, eLearning is a sector that is ripe for consolidation. With
increased fragmentation expected as a consequence of COVID-19, consolidation
is likely to accelerate in the longer term.

“It’s a highly fragmented market, full of providers that struggle
to differentiate from one another – it has all the characteristics
where a sensible buy and build works nicely.”
Training provider

“There are thousands of LMSs, and lots of content companies
because it’s not that hard to do. Consolidation was happening
prior to COVID anyway, and this will make it more extreme.”
Content provider

Deal appetite across the eLearning sector is expected to continue
The market has seen trade players, pure-play equity investors and private equity
backed trade make a renewed push in the eLearning sector, driving deal multiples
upwards into double digit territory pre COVID-19, particularly for those eLearning
assets of scale with inherent technology IP and recurring Software as a Service
(SaaS) and Content as a Service (CaaS) revenues.
In this dynamic, disruptive and evolving industry, both investors and corporates
throughout the eLearning sector will continue to seek strategic acquisitions to
diversify, lock in more contracted and recurring revenues, access new sectors and
associated client bases, and support the up-skilling and re-skilling of the nation’s
workforce (particularly where unemployment is expected to peak post COVID-19).
The appetite for UK companies to expand internationally will also continue to be
a driver for deal activity in the sector where corporates and workforces need to
collaborate and align learning strategies globally more so than ever.

Various acquisition strategies have been pursued:
• Forming a blended eLearning platform and content solution eg Learning Pool (Carlyleowned), and Aliter Capital’s combination of eLearning businesses Bolt and Sponge
• Developing a sector specialism eg Flow Hospitality (acquired by MAPAL) and CPL (acquired
by CGA Group), both targeting the hospitality sector; Access Group made an LMS platform
acquisition of Unicorn Training and has since made several acquisitions with the rationale
both to target specific verticals (eg health and social care) with the acquisitions of Safety
Media and eLearning For You, as well as to expand its human capital management offering
• Broadening into wider human capital management, eg Apse Capital-owned Kallidus spans
eLearning and talent management
• Expanding internationally eg Learning Technologies Group, Learning Pool and Fuse are all
developing their presence in the US
• More traditional training providers accessing eLearning technology through complementary
acquisitions to increase their approach to blended learning eg Emerald Works acquiring
MindTools and City & Guilds acquiring Kineo
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Conclusions

The impact of COVID-19 has been relatively light
across the Skills and Training Industry. However, many
players have taken the opportunity to re-examine and
optimise their strategy, route-to-market and operating
models. Our work suggests that many more traditional
training companies may relaunch their offering with an
online component bringing a new competitive dynamic
to the eLearning sector.
Pre COVID-19, the eLearning market had been growing
at 10+% pa, and we expect the underlying growth
drivers to be accelerated by the workplace disruption
caused as a result of this crisis, namely increased
penetration by SMEs, shifting face-to-face training to
online, and improved technology capabilities at an
affordable price point.
The shape of recovery will be driven by client endmarket, culture and international mix, as well as how
long the lockdown is. Broadly speaking, a U-shaped
recovery is expected, with healthcare, tech and
education sectors accelerating projects, manufacturing
and construction already preparing people to return
to work, and hospitality / travel taking longer to return,
albeit still requiring training for furloughed staff.
An overwhelming majority of our interview participants
were cautiously optimistic about the longer-term
prospects for the eLearning sector given the degree of
workplace disruption, and inevitable training that will
be required at all levels to ensure businesses adapt to
the “new normal”. The skills clients need to be trained
on are likely to shift significantly. Compliance, for
example, is likely to remain critical, but other skills such
as health and safety, leadership and development, and
sales and negotiation will require a more significant
digital transformation.
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We expect the eLearning landscape to become increasingly
fragmented in the short-term, with new products and services
emerging as traditional face-to-face providers pivot. Therefore the
continuing challenge for providers will be differentiation; proving
their platforms and products have a measurable impact on a
client’s business – perhaps an ability to increase sales, or NPS, or
decrease time to complete (i.e. cost) will be key. Now is the time
providers can add more value than ever; and successful providers
will be using this period to invest in adapting their products and
services to address their clients’ needs.
Consolidation will continue in the longer term, and opportunities
are likely to arise meaning M&A deal appetite is expected to
continue, helping maintain strong deal multiples seen in the sector
historically. Trade players and institutional investors will continue
to deliver M&A strategies in pursuit of creating a more integrated
training and development solution that is ultimately tech-enabled
and digitally-led in some shape or form.
We will continue to have dialogue across the sector and would
be happy to discuss individual circumstances and requirements
whether they be a tailored assessment of your future business
viability and demand, or assistance with future financing, value
creation and strategy for growth. Please contact Andrew or
Victoria using the contact details overleaf to talk through how we
can help you.
Many thanks to the participants for taking part,
Andrew Hawkins and Victoria Giles
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